


You see things; and you say “Why?” 
 But I dream things that never were;  

and I say “Why not?” 

George Bernard Shaw (1856–1950)

Design Anomaly



INSPIRE FUTURE LEADER: 
Understanding Entropic System, 
the Dark Side of Design, 
Negotiate meaningful visions,  
ACT and NOT ACT
Design as Power.



Florence 
Palazzo della Signoria 
Hall of the Five Hundred

Place of  Power



Florence - Palazzo della Signoria 
The Battle of Anghiari 1440 - Painting 1503 Leonardo da Vinci - Giorgio Vasari 1563

represent a conflict 
Political - Aesthetic - Technology



discover a mystery

Florence - Palazzo della Signoria 
The Battle of Anghiari 1440 - Painting 1503 Leonardo da Vinci - Giorgio Vasari 1563



preserving the  mystery

building the  maestro - the mastership



TheDarkSideofDesign -  
exploring relationship between

attitude and influence -  
- leadership and power



STARTING PARADIGMA



Transformation - Border / edges

Europe - 1000 year / 90 sec



in order to envision the turbulences  
created by the pre-existing “environmental “ 
crisis it is necessary to embrace  
a re-futuring  strategy 





“ invisible” signals



DESIGN
IS A 
PROBLEM SOLVER

IS A 
PROBLEM FINDER

NEW
PARADIGMA
IS A 
PROBLEM CREATOR

INSERT
DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION “CULTURE”

IN
 DECISION MAKING PROCESS

DESIGN

COACHING / TEACHING

LEARNERSHIP
DESIGN

IS



Thomas Samuel Kuhn (1922-1996)
THE STRUCTURE OF SCIENTIFICS 
REVOLUTIONS
1962

destruction

preservation 

creation 



Peter Ferdinand Drucker (November 19, 1909 – November 11, 2005)  
Austrian-born American management consultant, educator, and author,  

philosophical and practical foundations of the modern business corporation.  
He was also a leader in the development of management education,  



emerging ideas:

diversity is a necessity 

transition and transformation cultured

make error is human 

future is unforeseeable 





Man is Controller Of The Universe  
by Damian Ortega 2007 

Ortega’s works are punning commentaries on politics, consumer culture, 
and the process of perception, exploring his proclaimed  
interest in the “mix of inside and outside,  
individual and group of society, open and closed.”



The model (paradigm) of design for power learnership, integrates the potential of 
experiential knowledge and the manifestation of power leadership.  

by Blake Little 2015 
kopeikin gallery _L.A 

The learnership evolution preserves the activation of power shifting 
leadership towards mastery.   



R. Arnheim (1974) Entropy and Art - Einaudi - pag 4 - 6 - 12 - 18

All progress requires that the order will stand for a change.  
A revolution must aim to destroy the established order and will be 
successful only  
if they will enforce an order of its own.  

 the disorder is not the absence of order,  
but rather the collision of orders without mutual relationship.



“Human beings see shadows, they can experience darkness, they have 
the potential not to see, the possibility of privation”

MASTERSHIP 
Potentiality and Actuality, 

Dynamic and Energia

…we are able to see darkness.  But what does it mean to say we “see” darkness?   
For Agamben, this experience of darkness is the experience of potentiality in-itself. 

all potentiality [dynamis] is impotentiality [adynamia]. 

TALENT is ACT   (Create) 
ABILITY is NO - ACT (Destroy ) 

MAESTRO  is MAINTAIN ACT, (Preserve)

Giorgio Agamben 
On Potenciality, in Potentialities: Collected Essauys in Philosophy (1999) 

l fuoco e il racconto (2014). 

https://belate.wordpress.com/category/potentiality-and-actuality/


The Key in the Hand  
by Chiharu Shiota  2015 

Biennale Art - Venice - Japanese Pavillion 











from Interaction to “Interference”

from creation to “provocation”

from culture to “cultured”

from sustainable community to  
                                  “responsible mastership”



WHAT WILL DESIGN BE?



uncertainty - entropy - 
dark side of design 

anomaly crisis - conflictparadigma

influence 
flexibility (corruption ) 
manipulation

research - order

leadership - option



WHAT WILL DESIGN BE?

Noise

Visual disturbances

Sensorial Filter
Operative Filter

Cultural Filter
deviations

Bruno  Munari  (1907-1999)

Noise



WHAT WILL DESIGN BE?

PROBLEM

DEFINE PROBLEM

PARTS OF PROBLEM

DATA RESEARCH

DATA ANALISYS

CREATIVITY

MATERIAL - TECHNOLOGY

EXPERIMENTATION

MODELING

VERIFY

SOLUTION

SEEKING COMFORT 

IN A UNCONFORTABLE CHAIR 1964



INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION PATTERN



INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION PATTERN



WHAT WILL DESIGN BE?

2ACHILLE CASTIGLIONI 1918 - 2002





UNCERTAINTY
AND

POWERPROVOKE                                
CONTROVERSY

AND 
CONFLICT

DESIGN

Antifragility is beyond resilience or robustness, the resilient resists shocks and stays the same; 
the anti fragile gets better.
( Antifragility -Taleb, 2012 )

in his definition of anti fragile, tales states that the antifragile loves RANDOMNESS and UNCERTAINTY, 
which also means - crucially - a LOVE OF ERRORS, a certain class of errors 

( Antifragility -Taleb, 2012 )

By transferring the concept to Open Innovation processes it’ s the READINESS TO ACCEPT THE UNKNOWN 
and THE UNFINISHED as a challenge as well as acquire the ability to LEARN FROM THESE DISTURBANCES 

in order to foresee the impact of future disturbances.



https://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.inexhibit.com%2Fit
%2Fmarker%2Fmilano-la-pieta-rondanini-dal-2-maggio-sara-nel-nuovo-museo%2F&ei=1r6jVd2-Ccm1UbK0tpgC&bvm=bv.
97653015,d.bGg&psig=AFQjCNFp7XnkivbDgOIFAhBAngVEfr7cuQ&ust=1436880964715016

By transferring the concept to Open Innovation processes it’ s the READINESS TO ACCEPT THE UNKNOWN 
and THE UNFINISHED as a challenge as well as acquire the ability to LEARN FROM THESE DISTURBANCES 

in order to foresee the impact of future disturbances.

THE UNFINISHED - Michelangelo Buonarroti - Milano | La Pietà Rondanini  
1552 - 1553  1st version - Renew 1555 - 1564 



Movements by Martin Klimas 2004 - Shanghai - Beijing 



COGNITIVE WARFARE HINTS FROM WAR THEORY

ACTION

DECISION

DISRUPT

INTRODUCE 
ANOMALY

CUT LINKS

INFLUENCE

CORRUPT

OBSERVATION

ORIENTATION

Design is Power WHAT IF?

WHY NOT?







Baitogogo by Henrique Oliveira 2013  
Palais de Tokyo, Paris 

oliveira draws influence from medical texts, biology and the 
study of physical pathologies such as tumors — evident in the 
complexity of his web-like structures, which liken themselves to 
the inter-connectivity of a human neural network.



















IDENTITY

OPPORTUNITY

ACCESS

MOBILITY

BOUNDARIES

POWER

INFLUENCE



PRACTICAL IMPUT

COLLECTING

DISRUPT

COACHING

PROVOKING

OBSERVING



thanks. 谢谢 
francesco.galli@polimi.it 

http://www.tubexxxvideos.us/tube-xxx-videos/102549






